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Swami:  RK, how is the hospital running? 
 
RK:  Very beautifully. 
 
Swami:  It's going up fast? 
 
RK:  Yes, very fast. 
 
Swami:  Sorry guys, some little business meeting I had outside, and I 
talked and I finished it and I came back.  
 
Welcome to Shiva Ratri Program my Dear Divine Souls. I know lot of 
people got lot of confusions. That's quite natural. Steve, they started 
the work, Monika and Nityaananda?  
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Steven: Yes Swami.  
 
Swami: They started same place all the group?  
 
Steven: Yes.  
 
Swami: Good. Something unbelievable interesting, Sapta Kriya, what I 
taught to them and first major step world sensation thing we're doing 
guys. It started my Dear Divine Souls… it will get succeed. Second 
thing, the book is ready. Third thing, the Big Boss A to Z that thing, 
Martin and Chinello their side, they're also ready. And the remaining 
certain experiences is not a big deal but the first step what I took, what 
they're doing it right now, how many hours I dictated non-stop Steve? 
 
Steve:  More than ten hours. 
 
Swami:  Keep running, running, running, running, running… Many 
people misunderstanding, "What's Swami doing sitting in the office? 
Different people coming up, going up, and he's coming down. You 
have no idea, I'm as kind of a candle. Even though I'm just relaxing and 
getting fresh-up, and even today's Revenue Minister, whatever it is, 
and just I met it, and hospital work business is running and this side 
running…  
If it got that succeed, the globe, whatever it is, in a few hours we'll 
know the results…in a few hours. I did not even touch it what it is, just 
wait. Themselves whatever they choose, their group, several people, 
"Okay right," they started. You might think, "Swami might be little 
crazy." Of course I'm crazy. To the Singapore girl also I said, I wrote it, 
"You are crazy," to Vijaylakshmi, ha? Coming from Mother Divine, and 
just looking the homa place and just fixing it… Sometimes craziness 
also works out. If you keep eating the sweet everyday, how it looks it? 
Hello? Martin? 
 
Martin:  No good. 
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Swami:  That's why you're fed up with your wife? 
 
Martin:  Always sweet my wife? 
 
Swami:   Backside she saying yes, ah ha, ha, ha, ha - nope. 
 
Martin:  She's not always sweet.  
 
Swami:  She's not always sweet? Why you're not sweet madam? 
 
Gundhild:  I don't know.  
 
Swami:  Why he's saying that? 
 
Gundhild:  Well sorry Swami, you have to ask him what he means I'm 
not sweet. 
 
Swami:  You need to ask him, that's your right. 
 
Gundhild to Martin: So briefly, what do you mean? 
 
Swami:  What is it? Tell me, we're all waiting. 
 
Martin:  Okay, if she was always every time, everyday the same, it 
would get little boring. Sometimes it's like this, it's fine. Sometimes it's 
like that, it's fine. It's ups and downs, and different… it's not always 
sweet, but little sour and coming back to the sweet - that makes life 
more interesting and I do love her. 
 
Swami:  Say again. 
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Martin:  I do love her. 
 
Swami:  I'm not asking you love it or not, why you said she's not 
sweet? That's my question. Why you said it? We all heard it. 
 
Martin:  I did not say she's not sweet, I said she's not always sweet. 
 
Swami:  She's always sweet? 
 
Martin:  Oh my God, you're twisting the words. I cannot follow. 
 
Swami:  What you see the negative points in her? It's a Shiva/Shakti 
energy, put it that way, we're talking. It's a Shiva Ratri Program 
starting beginning with you. 
 
Martin:  Well I like that she likes my bald head.  
 
Swami:  It means, I have the hair, she don't like me? 
 
Martin:  That you have to find out, I cannot tell. Oh but the… 
 
Swami:  Oh alright see, okay, next.  
 
Swami  to Gundhild:  You like the bald head? 
 
Gundhild:  I'm use to it, yeah. 
 
Martin:  She got use to it. 
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Swami:  Okay, finally she committed it. She's a betting you. 
 
Martin:  Okay, then next, we're both characters.  
 
Swami:  What kind of characters? 
 
Martin:  Well two opinions are different. It's no easy that one is 
completely stepping back, but we have to talk it through and 
sometimes it's a little rough. 
 
Swami:  What is a rough? Where? What time? 
 
Martin:  Well, if I'm not coming home or doing this and that she… 
 
Swami:  What's that, what's the this or that?  We need a clarity. 
 
Martin:  That is too intimate. 
 
Swami:  What is doing this and that? What is that, this and that? What 
is this? What is that? Where is that? This is okay here, where is that? 
 
Martin:  I don't' even have time to think about it. We're both leading 
characters, no we're not bossy, we're leading characters. We try to do 
the best to make life as sweet as possible for both of us, that is the that. 
 
Swami:  Ohhhhhhhh. Do you understand Gundhild what he said? 
 
Gundhild:  We're both always right and that causes conflict you know. 
So we need to be forgiving nature always… 
 
Swami:  Why you need to be forgiving? 
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Gundhild:  Because he's not always sharing my opinion. 
 
Swami:  Ah-ha. 
 
Gundhild:  And sometimes that is not easy. 
 
Swami:  To whom? 
 
Gundhild:  Well to both. So I think he's talking about the reaction to 
each other… you know if you're not on the same page, or you have 
different opinions and you have to work that out in a relationship.  
 
Swami:  So you have the relationship problem? 
 
Gundhild:  Um, I wouldn't say that. 
 
Swami:  You said that. Hey guys, she said it or not? 
 
Gundhild:  I mean if we wouldn't have things to discuss it would be 
really boring. 
 
Swami:  What? Say it again… I'm sorry I have hearing problem you 
know… (teasing) 
 
Gundhild:  If you wouldn't have a lot of things to discuss it would be 
boring. So... 
 
Swami:  Boring?  
 
Gundhild:  Yeah. 
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Swami:  With whom? 
 
Gundhild:  So if one always says 'yes' … 
 
Swami:  He always wants to say yes? 
 
Gundhild:  Oh no. And therefore we have a lot of discussions and that 
is eating up a lot of time because we both think we're right. But I guess 
a lot of couples you put together here have the same conflict, no? 
 
Swami:  Don't involve everybody here. We're only talking about both 
you guys. I know who to trigger on next, already I figured out it. 
 
Gundhild:  Yup.  
 
Swami:  What is his bad quality in his life? The most worst three 
qualities? Be truthful. Don't look at me, look at Baba. 
 
Gundhild:  Yeah, I'm thinking. Well sometimes he says 'yes' too early, 
if he's doing what I like and then he's not doing it. I think that's one of 
the worst things. 
 
Swami:  Un-hum, next? 
 
Gundhild:  Well he thinks he's the boss. (Swami is hugely laughing) 
You told me to be honest, that's honest. (Swami can't stop laughing) 
 
Swami:  Ah-ha, go on. 
 
Gundhild:  Well these are the two things I can think about. 
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Swami:  We'll give thirty seconds.  
 
Gundhild:  We can't decide on the same country, same location, where 
we want to live.  
 
Swami:  It's totally whole movie is a failure, the relationship. 
 
Gundhild:  Oh no. We have something to work on. 
 
Swami:  Still working on, how long? 
 
Gundhild:  Well by the grace of Baba we might get it on a new level. 
 
Swami:  Going to Switzerland, this and that, I know him very well. 
Don't feel embarrassing guys, we're a family. Of course I'll also talk 
myself too. No problem.  
 
Gundhild:  So we're both very committed to the Divine Mission and 
the things we discussed with you. And I think it brings more clarity 
staying here these two months doing certain tasks. And I think it 
brings out more clarity in the life outside the ashram. And maybe not 
worrying about too many mistakes and failures, which makes us upset. 
Because the longing for the truth, that's what we really share. 
 
Swami:  What do you mean by the truth? 
 
Gundhild:  I mean you've been talking a lot about bringing out the 
truth and we have to stand for the truth ‘do or die’ in this program and 
other programs. How to bring out the truth and share it with the 
world. It's easy to talk about, well more or less easy to talk about the 
divine truth here in the ashram. But how do we stand for the truth 
outside? And we need to be, well soul-mates in a soul family to stand 
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for that because there might be others they want to prevent us from 
standing for the truth. And that led us overcome a lot of things we 
might have gotten into a fight before, and we're not doing that 
anymore. 
 
Swami:  Hum... Every soul, if you need to get succeed, another soul 
need to be very, soul very strong, supportful, whoever it be, for your 
mission. Who totally understand you, that character is your really soul-
mate. If you do not understand that soul, I'm sorry... In this physical 
level, unbelievable travels, unbelievable things, whatever it is, charity 
works or whatever it is, non-stop working. The subject is here, every 
female need a male very strongly, and male person should not even 
doubt -  Rama he got a doubt on Sita and he put her in the fire to have 
a doubt on her. Keep telling it - this is Kali Yuga. Completely Rama is a 
heartbroken…mistakes is quite natural. Wherever you have the real 
forgiveness and understanding each others, whatever it might be, there 
is a Shiva-Shakti energy will started. Wherever the Shiva-Shakti energy 
is there, not only in romantic way, in any circumstance.  
You might think, "Swami keeps marrying different, different, different, 
different, different angles people?" The ultimate, whatever the Maha 
Maya She want to do it, She'll do it. So need to be very cautious, and 
once you decided and committed, that commitment should be ‘do or 
die’ that commitment need to be there. If there is no any 
commitment… sometimes it's emotional, sometimes you're depression, 
sometimes you're doing mistakes, whatever it is, whoever with whom, 
even to Guru Paramparas… once if you have a question mark in your 
heart, to erase that it takes lot of time. Once you start to getting a 
heartbroken, once you give a chance to your soul, the glass started to 
breaking it, then it keeps starting to breaking pieces, pieces, pieces, 
pieces, it becomes more sensitive. Tendency you'll lose it.  
So, why the Maha Maya is playing in this globe, different, different 
characters, and different failures and wars and Mother behaving 
certain times funny, and the bridge that much gap overall taking this? 
Because of the lacking of the knowledge… One person you need to 
allow in your life to guide you in a proper way. For example, if I really 
want to release the book on the day in Kempinski I could have released 
it, it's not a big deal but testing, let's see... The Big Boss, where it is all A 
to Z, Martin and Chinello and Nadira, and few people they know it… 
all A to Z the Jesus.  
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Steve he did unbelievable one angle one job, each person different, 
different jobs. The whole night whatever it is, the (Vivian) Group they 
keep doing the abhisheks, they keep running and running. Let's see 
their patience, whatever it is. It's not a big deal to me to go there and 
just whatever they want, just give it, come out. We'll see who's really 
committed. Keep examining it. That's why Baba he always says, 
"Shraddha and Saburi," practice and patience, patience, patience, 
patience, patience… Tatya is such a great, strong servant devotee, thick 
and thin, from the childhood days to the Baba. Twelve years he's in the 
bed, Baba did not even look at him. Unbelievable service he did it 
twelve years Baba completely he ignored. To Baba, one minute walk. 
He tortured, "Let we see." Then finally he surrendered. Whenever his 
karma was completely burned, Baba lifted it.  
Last night, whatever it is, the energy is amazing in the Dwarkamai. 
Unbelievable! We'll wait and the see the results what it comes, these 
guys, what they're doing it. Until then, I'm better to be quiet. By 
tomorrow 10:30 sharply the homas is starting. You guys is sitting and 
chanting. Very gently you're taking your mala and Nine Arrows. If you 
don't know the Nine Arrows you do your Personal Mantra. Let the 
first step get succeed in a couple hours, what they're doing it. In the 
globe it's amazing sensation thing, what they're doing it. Reading the 
palm leaves, "Right, right, right, okay go ahead, go ahead, go ahead, go 
ahead - proceed."  It's not a joke.  
Certain steps once I done it, then I'm really free bird. I'm really free 
bird. First step we'll see. Steve, certain things whatever the… disappear 
or not?  
 
Steven: Yes it disappeared.  
 
Swami: How many people are left?  
 
Steven: Ten people  
 
 
Swami: We'll see, we'll see, keep disappearing it? How many times it 
got disappeared?  
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Steven: I think three spots.  
 
Swami:  Am I touched?  
 
Steven:  No.  
 
Swami: I didn't touch, it automatically disappearing it. That is the 
supernatural power. Creativity starts there, that whatever it is, we'll 
see in a couple hours. "Swami, you always says that but never we 
didn't get it."  It's okay, patience…patience, don't worry, I don't want to 
make you patient. Be patience. It will definitely get done.  
So my Dear Divine Souls, your wealth, your health, your life, is not in 
your hands… Huh-un. Be strong. Whatever the form of the Guru 
Paramparas, even Ramana Maharshi different form, Baba different 
form, I'm in different, different, forms, sometimes there's a suits, 
sometimes I never take shower, sometimes I never… they think Swami 
is little funny, this, that, this…to the Maya the waves, my boat is going 
like that in the ocean (shows with his hands waves going high up and 
down).  
So, 10:30 try to be sharp and to be to the home and chant what the 
Brahmins and priests are running. I gave instructions to the Chinello, 
"You clear Chinello, your side one hundred percent?"  
 
Chinello: Yes, clear one hundred percent.  
 
Swami: Done about the Big Boss Jesus Christ. You sure the Shiva Cave 
you fixed it?  
 
Martin: Yes.  
 
Swami: Your part is done, right. Let it run...  We cannot take at a 
stretch simply take off. Peacefully they'll succeed in the globe. Simone 
simply she's saying, "Swami, the Shiva Lingam is growing in my 
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house, what can I do?" I thoughted, "Is the Shiva Lingam is growing, or 
your emotions is growing?" "It's a cracking and it's growing." "Good, 
good, good, okay Simone, wait, wait, wait…" I didn't give answer yet. 
How smart she'll be, I need to figure out. In front of the fire I'm laying 
down there, the Shiva Lingam jumped and fell off and it started to 
growing. If really she's a spiritual student to understand, this clue is 
enough. Her house Vaastu, everybody declared she need to demolish it 
again I'm saying it, I'm changing the subject here… And she have lot of 
attachment, "um thanks," Randomly just I throw one arrow kind of, "I 
will charge this much, whatever it is." She agreed, "Okay right." And I 
fixed it. Top guys came in, they said, "You need to sell it or demolish 
it."  Simone?  
 
Simone:  Yeah I think you talked with top expert on the Vaastu on the 
house and they all kind of thought it's not fixable. And then you came 
checked out the situation and you found the way how to fix it.  
 
Swami:  Her emotions and whatever her relationships, whatever, A to 
Zed, gently taking care, fixed. Tough cookie, very touch coconut 
Simone, hun-un, oh my God, very tough, but very loving 
nature…sometimes very laughing, same time very angry, "Swami 
nobody's not…" crying, crying, crying, crying, "Ah thanks! Nobody's 
responding!" Oh somebody's not responding, I'm responsible for that? 
But Shiva is growing in her house, “The Shiva Lingam is growing in 
her house and nobody is responding,” that is her comment. And she 
need enlightenment… Humm… How many days I slept in front of the 
fire in front of the Shiva there?  
 
Simone: Two, three nights…  
 
Swami:  It jumped out?  
 
Simone:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  How big it is? You really can lift it?  
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Simone:  No you can't lift it up. One person can't lift it by itself.  
 
Swami:  So how it can jump out? Thanks! That is the response by the 
Guruparampara’ grace, everything is possible in this universe. Once if 
you really have the good concentration and good faith and dedication, 
yes, if you really committed, that commitment if you kept it, you really 
will win no matter what. In front of the love and forgiving nature, 
automatic A to Zed will come. So, I hope everybody is sleepy? Are you 
sleepy guys?  
 
Everyone:  No.  
 
Swami: So Buddha will organize the movie, Manjunath movie, the 
Shiva character how it will be, and try to think in-depth, in-depth, I'm 
giving small homework to you guys tonight. So just watch two and a 
half hour movie, just they watch then take sleep… in morning in front 
of fire pit ready to go. We'll see… This movie is running this side by 
the time they'll be done… Everything really okay Steve?  
 
Steven: Yes.  
 
Swami: For what ‘yes?’ You seeing anything panic in their faces?  
Okay, take break, and make the screen and play the movie. I'll be 
hanging around. Don't make me hang here that easily, and let me get 
succeed.  Good luck!  

Some Notes from what was happening inside during playing of last night’s 
video: 

(Swami had his ‘Special Conch Power Object brought down and had Simone 
pick two women and Alex pick two men and he put the conch to their ears to 
hear the sound, to receive the shaktipat blessing. Afterward he gave Simone 
the conch as a power object. After giving it to Simone he gave few statements.) 
These are notes. No time now to get the recording transcribed in time for 
reading.) 
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Swami: With that (conch) your one country take care of millions of 
people. That and Shiva Lingam put it together and see. Unbelievable 
healing abilities, can heal lot of disease. Just put it to the person’s ear 
and give shaktipat. Take it out - peaceful. It will give healings, any fear, 
it will come out, that is the boon you get… whatever you want, put it 
to the ear, wish it, will be completed.  
Whoever is hungry anywhere in the globe, give them food, 
Annapurnishari very powerful. Shiva will only bend with the hungry. 
Now that… is one angle. You can see later on, every Full Moon what 
color keep changing it. Open challenge to scientist if can find that. 
Science is a kid - spirituality is forever and ever immortal. Spirituality 
can make it alive anything, science cannot. No. With evidence to palm 
leafs and Power Objects step-by-step we’ll see.  
I don’t know how you’re going to take care. Do your job. Don’t misuse 
that for your own selfishness. Do the good works with many people. 
About the conch in palm leaf book I’ll talk on Shiva Ratri day, 
Guruparampara lila I’m giving to her. Go. Done. I gave the milk pot, I 
need to give yogurt then she needs to get the ghee then she can figure 
out. All you guys can figure out. On the day I fixed the Shiva Lingam 
in Latimer, in her house, northeast when fire was going, Shiva Lingam 
jumped out. That conch has no diksha - any menses women anytime, 
you can give the healing.  
(Referring again to Sapta Kriya Process) I keep seeing milk is evaporating, 
it evaporated…it can make it anything appear, disappear, let them.  
(Back to Simone) If Simone continue to see palm leaf book, that’s it. I 
don’t know how she can convince me? She’s got the milk pot, now the 
palm leaf book if she got convinced me... I don’t know which angle 
she’ll come. Constanze convinced, Nityaananda convinced, if not, 
sorry, I’m tough character.  
Why I need to give experiences of group? But I do it. Whatever all the 
wishes only depends on you, how you’re going to convince me, 
steering is your hand. 
(Swami mentions the sound of the conch in people’s ear sounds like the huge 
wind that was happening in the Manjunath movie as he was watching it with 
his students. Everyone who put it to their ear, heard that sound. 
 

End of Talk 
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